Axons are the slender, cable-like, up to meter-long projections of neurons that electrically wire our 24 brain and body. In spite of their challenging morphology, they usually need to be maintained for an 25 organism's lifetime. This makes them key lesion sites in pathological processes of ageing, injury 26 and neurodegeneration. To better understand how axons are formed and maintained long-term, 27 we focus here on the parallel bundles of microtubules (MTs) which form their indispensable 28 structural backbones and highways for life-sustaining cargo transport and organelle dynamics. 
and neurodegeneration. To better understand how axons are formed and maintained long-term, 27 we focus here on the parallel bundles of microtubules (MTs) which form their indispensable 28 structural backbones and highways for life-sustaining cargo transport and organelle dynamics. propose the model of local axon homeostasis as a conceptual framework that attempts to combine 34 current knowledge into one coherent interactome. According to this model, each area of an axon 35 is self-sustaining through local auto-regulatory networks; these networks maintain a balance 36 between (1) the enormous mechanical challenges posed by the life-sustaining intra-axonal motor 37 dynamics and (2) the maintenance activities required to sustain MT bundles as the highways 38 needed for those dynamics. This model offers a new level of explanation, and we hope that it will 39 help to raise the interest in axonal MTs and lead to the generation of more data that can help to 40 decipher the important contributions of MTs to axon biology and pathology. As an attempt to explain this surprising phenotype across mutant conditions and animal groups, Combinatorial genetics has been extremely successful in overcoming problems of redundancy, and generating new conceptual understanding of co-operative networks of MT regulation (see main text). This can hardly be achieved through isolated work on individual factors.
In this model, each axon segment uses local mechanisms to maintain its bundled MT organisation 162 (hence 'local axon homeostasis'). Hereditary or acquired loss of single regulators would therefore 163 be expected to weaken this machinery and increase the statistical risk of MT disorganisation. Such 164 heightened probability might explain why many axonopathies affect primarily long axons (Prior et   165 al., 2017), and why certain disorders linked to MT regulators display late onset axon decay 166 (Voelzmann et al., 2017) . 167 In the next two sections, we describe potential mechanisms underlying deteriorating destructive 168 MT behaviours in axons and their relationship to molecular motor proteins. We will then summarise Notably, key parameters promoting MT loops in gliding assays can also be found in the narrow 222 axonal tubes: they are force-enriched due to the high density of MT-associated motor proteins, and 223 growing/gliding MTs have a large probability to collide or get obstructed by the crowded organelle 224 or protein content of axons (Fig.1 ). In line with this argument, the observed loop diameters in vitro Similar interdependencies would apply to other important organelles or membrane compartments that likewise depend on MT-binding motor proteins to undergo meaningful dynamics (Fig.3D) ; of particular importance are the ER with its multiple roles in calcium homeostasis, protein synthesis and lipidogenesis (Gonzalez and Couve, 2014), or the endolysosomal system required for proteostasis (Winckler et al., 2018) . For example, druginduced inhibition of the proteasome-ubiquitination system has been shown to induce alteration in MTs and axonal transport (Staff et al., 2013) .
Such complex machinery has to be orchestrated in tune with the wider systemic context of axons. In such a balanced system, destabilisation of MTs increases tension at the expense of compression, and a decrease in acto-myosin networks or contractility reduces tension in favour of compression; force-generating MT polymerisation is one component responding to and regulating this balance with ultimate impact on axon length (Buxbaum additional, actin-independent functions or interactions to promote MT bundles.
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For example, the unusual Shot-PH isoform, which is highly enriched in the nervous system and strands between axonal MTs were observed decades ago (Hirokawa, 1982 (Hirokawa, , 1986 Here we have presented a conceptual view by describing a functional interactome that integrates 617 the enormous complexity of cross-regulatory networks acting at the local level in axons. We 618
propose that there has to be a fine balance between damaging effects inflicted by life-sustaining 619 'associated' motor movements ('A-E' in Fig.3 ) and the activities that maintain the highways required 620 for this movement (MT-'taming' mechanisms; '1-15' in Fig.3 ), fine-tuned through a number of cross-621 regulatory mechanisms ('a-e' in Fig.3 ). Tab. 2 MT loop or spool formation in gliding assays under different conditions. a) primarily the lower range of mentioned diameters is listed; b) not clear from experimental section; c) measured from images.
